
Special Events
Launch Day – Safari Day
Landing Day – Wild place Project visit
Special visits –,Science Festival and Pittville school.
Special activities – Best of British week and Sports Day

Maths
Number: Mental and written addition and subtraction; 
Decimals, percentages and their equivalence to fractions; 
Improper and proper fractions
Adding, subtraction like and unlike fractions
Multiplying fractions.
Problem solving, reasoning, 
Written and mental multiplication and division, 
Geometry: Angles
Statistics – Data handling

Arts and P.E.
(Art/D&T/Music/P.E)

✓Tingatinga paintings,
✓Ndebele House paintings
✓watercolours and silhouettes of 
Africa 
✓Design, make and sell an item to raise 
money for Water Aid
✓Exploring rounds of music
✓Study and draw like African art
✓Games/Athletics
✓Swimming
✓Recycling Olympics
✓What are traditional foods of Africa

Our Values will be:

Friendship and Respect

History and Geography
✓Finding out about Nelson Mandela
✓What are the different tribes?
✓Looking at the land, rivers, climate 
zones, biomes and vegetation belts of 
Africa
✓What are the mains rivers of Africa?
✓Using maps, globes and computer 
mapping to identify the different 
countries of Africa.
✓Locate and name principal cities of 
Africa
✓What are the houses like, how do 
they live?
✓Focus on the History of Africa, How 
Nelson Mandela made a difference.
✓Democracy of Africa past and 
present.
✓Comparing the difference between 
our life and way of living to that of an 
African child.
✓Recycling – How the African children 
recycle to entertain.
✓What do they do for fun?
✓Understanding the political struggle 
of Africa in the past

English
✓Narrative – writing a Just so story 
script
✓Recount – A day in the life of Nelson 
Mandela
✓Produce an explanatory text  on why 
animal become endangered.
✓Non-chronological report on an Africa 
Animal.
✓Nelson Mandela – how his life has 
effected ours today

Science
Forces
Explain Gravity
Identify the effects of air resistance, 
water resistance and friction, that at 
between moving surfaces.
Recognise that some mechanisms, 
including levers, pulleys and gears, allow 
a smaller force to have a greater 
effect. 
Living things
Describe the differences in life cycles 
of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect 
and a bird.
How do animals survive in extreme 
conditions?
Describe the life processes of 
reproduction in some plants and 
animals.
Endangered animals
Describe the changes as humans 
develop to old age. 

ICT
Research, Word processing, recording, Coding and Understand and 
use databases

P.S.H.E,  R.E & SMSC
Democracy –British and African elections process.
Sex and relationship Education
How and why do believers care for others and the world?
Human Rights.

French
✓Ma Famille – my family 
✓Le Corps – the body

Along the

Riverbank

BORN
FREE
(Africa)


